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Abstract – As part of the program to demonstrate tristructural isotropic (TRISO)-
coated fuel for the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP), a series of irradiation 
tests of Advanced Gas Reactor (AGR) fuel are is being performed in the Advanced 
Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National Laboratory (INL). In the first test, called 
“AGR-1,” graphite compacts containing approximately 300,000 coated particles 
were irradiated from December 2006 until November 2009. The AGR-1 fuel was 
designed to closely replicate many of the properties of German TRISO-coated 
particles thought to be important for good fuel performance. No gaseous fission 
product release indicative of particle coating failure was detected in the nearly 3-
year irradiation to a peak burn up of 19.6% at a time-average temperature of 1038–
1121°C. 
 
Following fabrication of AGR-1 fuel, process improvements and changes were made 
in each of the fabrication processes. Changes in the kernel fabrication process 
included replacing the carbon black powder feed with a surface-modified carbon 
slurry and shortening the sintering schedule. AGR-2 TRISO particles were produced 
in a six-inch diameter coater using a charge size about twenty-one times that of the 
two-inch diameter coater used to coat AGR-1 particles. Changes in the compacting 
process to increase matrix density and throughput included increasing the 
temperature and pressure of pressing and using a different type of press. Irradiation 
of AGR-2 fuel began in late spring 2010.  
 
Properties of AGR-2 fuel compare favorably with AGR-1 and historic German fuel. 
Kernels are more homogeneous in shape, chemistry, and density. TRISO-particle 
sphericity, layer thickness standard deviations, and defect fractions are also 
comparable. In a sample of 317,000 particles from deconsolidated AGR-2 compacts, 
3 exposed kernels were found in a nitric acid leach test. No SiC defects in a sample 
of 250,000 deconsolidated particles and no IPyC defects in a sample of 64,000 
particles were found. The primary difference in properties between AGR-1 and 
AGR-2 compacts is that AGR-2 compacts have a higher matrix density, 1.6 g/cm3 
compared to about 1.3 g/cm3 for AGR-1 compacts. Based on fuel properties, 
excellent performance is expected for the AGR-2 UCO fuel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

High-temperature gas reactor (HTGR) fuel 
technology is being developed in the United States 
by the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) 
program. Goals of the NGNP program include 
providing fuel qualification data to support licensing 
and operation of a NGNP and supporting near-term 
deployment of the NGNP in the United States by 
reducing market-entry risks posed by technical 
uncertainties associated with fuel production and 
qualification. 

One of the major elements of the NGNP 
program is to perform a series of irradiation tests in 
the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL). The first irradiation test, called 
“AGR-1,” was conducted from December 2006 to 
November 2009. It included 6 capsules of 12 
compacts each and achieved a peak burn up of 
19.6% (4.4 × 1025 n/m2 peak fast fluence) at a 
time-average temperature of 1038–1121°C. All 
capsules contained uranium oxycarbide (UCO) fuel. 
Fuel kernels were fabricated at Babcock and Wilcox 
(B&W); coating and compacting was performed at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The 
different capsules contained particles that were 
deliberately fabricated with different inner 
pyrocarbon (IPyC) or silicon carbide (SiC) layer 
properties. The fuel irradiation in the AGR-1 
experiment contained a total of about 300,000 
coated particles. 

The AGR-2 test train also contained six 
capsules and was inserted into the ATR in June 
2010. Three AGR-2 capsules contained UCO fuel 
particles (manufactured by B&W) and three 
contained UO2 fuel. The UO2 coated particles were 
produced by three different manufacturers: B&W in 
the United States, Pebble Bed Modular Reactor Pty 
Limited (PBMR) in South Africa, and the 
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA) in 
France. Compacts with either B&W or PBMR 
particles were formed at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL), while compacts containing 
CEA particles were produced by AREVA. This paper 
will only discuss the AGR-2 UCO and UO2 fuel 
produced in the United States. 
 

II. KERNELS 

Both AGR-1 and AGR-2 kernels were 
fabricated at B&W in pilot-scale equipment using an 
internal gelation process. However, minor changes 
in the process between the AGR-1 and AGR-2 
production campaigns resulted in both kernel quality 
and process improvements [1],[2]. A block-flow 

diagram of the process used to fabricate kernels for 
the AGR-2 experiment is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Schematic showing AGR-2 kernel 
fabrication process. 

II.A. Comparison of Kernel Properties 

Table 1 and Figure 2 provide comparisons between 
AGR-1 and AGR-2 kernels. For the AGR-2 
experiment, the nominal kernel diameter was 
increased from 350 to 425 μm and the 235U 
enrichment reduced from 19.7% to 14%. The larger 
kernel size with lower 235U enrichment compared to 
AGR-1 kernels was based on available NGNP 
prismatic core design studies for optimization of a 
single particle/single enrichment system (no fertile 
particle). Additional advantages of the larger fuel 
kernel include a reduced packing fraction and easier 
fabrication.  
 

Property AGR-1 AGR-2 
Mean diameter, μm 350 427 
Diameter standard 
deviation, μm 8.4 8.8 

Mean aspect ratio 1.013 1.012 
Aspect ratio standard 
deviation 0.016 0.007 

Ave. enrichment, % 19.7 14 
Ave. volume per kernel, 
cm3 1.20E-5 4.10E-5 

Ave. mass per kernel, mg 0.238 0.445 
Ave. Mass U-235 per 
kernel, mg 0.042 0.056 

Ave. density, g/cm3 10.6 10.9 
Ave. O/U molar ratio 1.36 1.44 
Ave. C/U molar ratio 0.325 0.395 
Ave. uranium, wt % 90.1 89.6 
Ave. sulfur, ppm 608 365 

 
Table 1. Comparison of AGR-1 and AGR-2 UCO 
kernels.  
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Figure 2. Photomicrographs showing comparison of AGR-1 (top) and AGR-2 (bottom) kernels. 

While both kernel lots meet all AGR fuel 
specifications, differences are clearly visible. Most 
noticeable is that the AGR-2 kernels are more 
uniform in appearance, both internally and 
externally. The observed uniformity in the polished 
cross sections is indicative of a more uniform 
chemistry and density. The uniformity in the external 
shape and surface morphology also indicates a more 
uniform internal structure. 

As seen in Table 1, both AGR-1 and AGR-2 
kernels have very good sphericity, with aspect ratios 
near 1.01. The greater homogeneity of AGR-2 
kernels is seen not only in the smaller aspect ratio 
standard deviation, but also in the reduction of 
severe shape defects due to large chips prevalent in 
more friable kernels (internally porous and 
externally rough kernels evident in Figure 2). A 
reduction in the population of kernels with this gross 
shape defect results in fewer coated particles with 
localized high curvature (regions of concentrated 
stress), which in turn may reduce the risk of particle 
failure during irradiation. 

Another difference in the two kernel lots is their 
chemistry, illustrated in Figure 3. The area defined 
by the blue rectangle shows the allowable mean 
oxygen-to-carbon (O/U) and carbon-to-uranium 
(C/U) ratios for AGR-1 kernels. The AGR-2 kernel 

specification reduced the maximum C/U ratio to 0.5, 
shown by the red line in Figure 3. The actual 
composition of AGR-1 kernels is shown by the blue 
data point on Figure 3 and is very near both the 
specification minimum O/U ratio and minimum C/U 
ratio. Both ratios were increased in AGR-2 kernels, 
shown in Figure 3 by the green data point, so that the 
target composition was better centered in the 
composition window and any subtle changes in 
composition would still provide kernels that satisfied 
the composition specification.  

 
Figure 3. Comparison of atomic ratios of AGR-1 and 
AGR-2 kernels. 

 
The two dashed lines on Figure 3 show 

compositions in which the uranium carbide is 
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present either as 100% UC (left line) or 100% UC1.86 
(right line), with the oxygen present as UO2. The 
AGR-1 kernel composition was nearly on the UC 
line, indicating that its composition was UO2-UC, 
with only a trace of UC1.86. In contrast, AGR-2 
kernels had an average composition of 12.3 mol% 
UC1.86-16.4 mol% UC – 71.4% UO2. Increasing the 
fraction of carbide present as UC1.86 is desirable 
because it results in a more stable kernel. Carbide 
present as UC converts to UC1.86 at elevated 
temperature during coating, with the excess uranium 
diffusing to the kernel surface to react with the 
buffer carbon and forming additional UC1.86. 

 
III. COATED PARTICLES 

AGR-1 kernels were coated in a 2-inch diameter 
coater at ORNL in batches of approximately 62 
grams. AGR-2 UCO kernels were coated in a 6-inch 
diameter coater at B&W facilities in 1300-gram 

batches. Photos of the two coaters are shown in 
Figure 4. The coating process has been described in 
various previous reports and papers [3]–[5]. The 
AGR-1 fuel included a baseline fuel plus three 
variants, which were produced with different 
conditions for either the IPyC or SiC layer. One set 
of coating conditions was used for AGR-2 UCO 
particles. 

Because particle coatings are designed to 
contain the fission products generated during fuel 
irradiation, the coating properties are critical in 
determining the fuel performance. To evaluate the 
quality of AGR-2 coated particles, comparisons will 
be made not only of AGR-2 particles to AGR-1 fuel, 
but also to other historical and international fuels. 
The comparison between AGR-1 and AGR-2 coated 
particles is also of interest as it shows the effects of a 
change in scale of the coating process on the particle 
properties. 

 

 
Figure 4. Coaters used for AGR-1 (ORNL, left) and AGR-2 (B&W, right) particles. 
 

III.A. Thickness Standard Deviation 

One common method of comparing the 
deposition control of different coaters or coater 
designs is to compare layer-thickness standard 
deviations. Low-thickness standard deviations are an 
indication of even fluidization in a coater, that is, all 
particles having nearly the same residence time in 
regions of the coater with varied coating rate. A 
comparison of the coating thickness standard 
deviations for all four coating layers and six fuels is 
given in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of layer thickness standard 
deviations. 
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The AGR-1 thickness standard deviations 
shown in Figure 5 are averages for all AGR-1 
coating runs (several runs each for baseline, Variant 
1, Variant 2, and Variant 3 composites). The AGR-2 
UCO data shown in Figure 5 are averages of four 
low-enriched uranium (LEU) coating runs plus 
eleven natural uranium coating runs (Runs 93059–
93074). The AGR-2 UO2 data are the average of 
three coating runs (93084A, 93085B and 93086A). 
Data for German particles are from Reference 6 [6]; 
data for Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute 
(JAERI) reference fuel, which were used in the 
HRB-22 test, are from Reference 7 [7]; and data for 
U.S./Department of Energy (DOE) New Production 
Reactor (NPR) particles are from Reference [8]. 

The first observation to be made from Figure 5 
is that the thickness standard deviation correlates 
with coating rate. The highest deviation for all fuels 
is for the buffer layer, which has the highest coating 
rate, and the lowest is for the SiC layer, which has 
the lowest coating rate. Comparing the different 
particles, AGR-1 particles had the lowest thickness 
standard deviations for all four coating layers. AGR-
2 particles, both UCO and UO2, had the next lowest 
standard deviations for the IPyC and SiC layers and 
were within the range of the other fuels for the other 
two layers. For three of the layers, the U.S./DOE 
NPR fuel showed the highest thickness standard 
deviations. 

III.B. Particle Defect Fractions 

The AGR-1 and AGR-2 fuel specifications 
included maximum allowable defect fractions for the 
coated particles before and after compacting. There 
were three defect specifications for the coated 
particle composite and four for the compacted 
particles. These are shown in Table 2. For AGR-2, 
some of the specifications for maximum allowable 
defect fractions were reduced to reflect the expected 
quality of the fuel based on AGR-1 experience and 
to move toward the low defect fractions that will 
eventually be required for AGR fuels.  

Maximum defect fractions were calculated to 
95% statistical confidence from the number of 
defects measured in a random sample of known size 
using a binomial distribution method. Comparison of 
defect fractions can sometimes be misleading 
because of values reported at different or unreported 
confidence levels or because of significantly 
different sample sizes. For that reason, the number 
of measured defects, sample sizes, and measured 
defect ratios for each sample are also reported below. 

Particles were visually inspected for missing or 
damaged outer pyrocarbon (OPyC) layers before and 
after compacting. After compacting, this required 
deconsolidation of the compact and removal of the 
compact's graphite matrix from the OPyC surface 
(see section II.D for a description of the matrix). 

Deconsolidation was achieved electrolytically in 
concentrated nitric acid.  

 
Defects measured before compacting 
Defect AGR-1 AGR-2 

Missing OPyC ≤3.0E-4 ≤3.0E-4 
SiC inclusions or 
"gold spots"  ≤1.0E-3 info only 

SiC burn-leach 
defects ≤1.0E-4 ≤1.0E-4 

Defects measured after compacting 
Missing OPyC ≤1.0E-2 ≤1.0E-2 
Defective IPyC ≤2.0E-4 ≤1.0E-4 
Exposed kernels  ≤1.0E-4 ≤2.0E-5 
SiC burn-leach 
defects ≤2.0E-4 ≤1.0E-4 

 
Table 2. AGR-1 and AGR-2 specifications for the 
maximum allowable particle defect fractions 
calculated at a 95% confidence level. 

 
No particles with missing OPyC layers were 

found in samples of about 31,000 particles from each 
of the AGR-1 particle composites before 
compacting. After compacting, one compact from 
each of the four AGR-1 fuels was electrolytically 
deconsolidated and no missing OPyC was observed. 
Similarly, no particles with missing OPyC layers 
were found in AGR-2 UCO particles before or after 
compacting. Four particles with missing OPyC 
layers were found in the AGR-2 UO2 particles in a 
sample of 15,800 particles. These defects were 
actually bare kernels. The AGR-2 UO2 particles were 
subjected to additional upgrading by using a roller-
micrometer to remove the smaller diameter, un-
coated kernels. No particles with missing OPyC 
layers were found in AGR-2 UO2 fuel after 
compacting. 

An important requirement for the IPyC layer is 
that the permeability be sufficient to limit intrusion 
of chlorine during the deposition of the SiC, because 
this chlorine can attack the kernel and result in 
uranium dispersion into the surrounding buffer. 
Particles were determined to have "defective IPyC" 
if x-radiography showed excessive uranium in the 
buffer region, compared to a visual standard. IPyC 
defects were determined after compacting because 
the high-temperature heat treatment of the compacts 
makes the uranium dispersion much more evident.  

No IPyC defects were found in any AGR-1 
particle batches in samples of about 50,000 particles 
each. No IPyC defects were found in a sample of 
64,500 AGR-2 UCO particles. One particle was 
identified to have a defective IPyC layer in a sample 
of 61,700 AGR-2 UO2 particles. However, analysis 
of this particle indicated that the observed uranium 
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dispersion may have been due to contamination 
during coating, rather than having a permeable IPyC. 

SiC inclusions, also sometimes referred to as 
“gold spots” or “SiC laminar (or lenticular) flaws,” 
are circumferential areas of low-density silicon 
carbide or carbon embedded in the SiC layer or 
present at the IPyC/SiC interface. They can be an 
indication of undesirable fluidization patterns in the 
coater [10]. SiC inclusions can span a wide range of 
size (as measured by surface area of gold spots or by 
thickness and angle of circumferential extent of the 
actual inclusion). Historically, “gold spots” have 
been determined by visual analysis of particles after 
the OPyC layer had been burned off. These gold 
spots are caused by light passing through the SiC 
layer and scattering off the inclusion. However, for 
particles having small-grained SiC microstructures, 
this optical manifestation is not easily distinguished 
because of optical scatter at the grain boundaries. 
Therefore, an alternative method that involves 
examination of a large number of mounted particles 
has been used for AGR-2 fuel. 

A correlation of SiC inclusions with irradiation 
performance has been suggested [11], but is not well 
established. In part, this maybe because of the 
difficulty defining the point at which a SiC flaw 
should be counted as a defect. The AGR-1 fuel 
specification included a visual standard to define the 
size of a gold spot that should be counted as a defect, 
The AGR-2 fuel specification required only that SiC 
inclusions be looked for and reported, given that no 
inclusions were observed in several coating runs 
during development. Ninety-five percent confidence 
limits (CL) on gold spot defect fractions for AGR-1 
particles ranged from ≤2.5E-4 to ≤1.0E-3. SiC 
inclusion defect fractions for AGR-2 fuel batches 
were in this same range. However, in part, this 
reflects smaller sample sizes used for AGR-2 particle 
analysis. 

Uranium contamination was determined by 
repeated nitric acid leaching of the fuel particles and 
matrix material after electrolytic deconsolidation of 
the compacts. This uranium contamination may 
come from fuel kernels not contained by the TRISO 
coatings and/or tramp uranium from other sources. 
Tramp uranium may come from matrix materials or 
be introduced during processing and handling. 
Uranium contamination values much less than the 
amount of uranium contained within a single kernel 
can be assumed to be due to tramp uranium alone. 
AGR-1 and AGR-2 compacts with no exposed 
kernels showed negligible levels of tramp uranium.  

The AGR-1 and AGR-2 specifications included 
a maximum allowable defect fraction for particles 
with exposed kernels (Table 2). Because tramp 
uranium was determined to be negligible, it has been 
assumed that the uranium contamination determined 
by the deconsolidation and acid leaching provides a 

good measure of the exposed kernel defect fraction. 
The number of exposed kernels was calculated by 
dividing the measured uranium contamination by the 
uranium content in a single kernel. As expected, this 
value was typically close to a whole number. 

 After completion of the compact 
deconsolidation and acid leaching, particles and 
matrix residue were heated to 750°C in air to oxidize 
any exposed carbon. This burn was then followed by 
additional leaches in nitric acid. The number of 
particles with uranium exposed by this burn-leach 
process was again calculated by dividing the 
measured uranium contamination by the uranium 
content in a single kernel. 

This entire process described above is known as 
Leach-Burn-Leach (LBL). When performed in full, 
the pre-burn leach will detect particles with 
completely broken or missing TRISO coatings and 
the post-burn leach will detect particles with 
defective SiC layers, but at least one good 
pyrocarbon layer. Exposed kernels detected in the 
pre-burn leach can be expected to readily release 
fission products at the start of irradiation. Particles 
with Burn-Leach defects may contain most fission 
products until the pyrocarbon layers fail. 

For AGR-1 and AGR-2 fuel, as-coated particles 
were only subjected to a Burn-Leach analysis. That 
is, the pre-burn leach step was not performed. For 
this reason, the burn-leach defects reported for 
particles before compacting may also include 
contributions from what has been described above as 
uranium contamination (exposed kernels). It should 
be noted that performing full LBL analysis on 
particles before compacting can be useful in 
determining the source of defects. This can also help 
to elucidate whether the exposed kernels detected 
after compacting were caused by coatings broken 
during the compacting process or before.  

A comparison of burn-leach defects measured 
on particles before compacting is shown in Table 3. 
Burn-leach defects in AGR-1 particles were 
consistently very low. Combining the data for the 
four particle composites, 3 defects found in 317,635 
particles equates to a simple ratio of 9.4E-06 and a 
95% confidence defect fraction of ≤2.4E-5. Having 
completed the 3-year, 19.6% burnup of AGR-1 fuel 
without any particle failures, this low defect fraction 
measured for the as-manufactured particles has been 
verified. 

Burn-leach defects in particles produced in the 
B&W 6-inch coater prior to AGR-2 particle 
fabrication were not consistent. Some batches 
showed levels as low as or lower than AGR-1, while 
burn-leach defects in other batches were higher. The 
batches selected for use in AGR-2 had defect 
fractions comparable to AGR-1 and German fuel.  
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Fuel 
Type 

Burn-
leach 

Defects 

Sample 
Size Ratio 95% CL 

AGR-1 
Baseline 0 120,688 0 ≤2.5E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 1 1 121,117 8.3E-06 ≤4.0E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 2 1 50,265 2.0E-05 ≤9.5E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 3 1 120,660 8.3E-06 ≤4.0E-5 

 
AGR-2 
UCO 5 217,159 2.3E-05 ≤4.8E-5 

AGR-2 
UO2 

1 120,000 8.3E-06 ≤3.9E-5 

 
German 
particles 
[9] 

102 3,300,000 3.1E-05 ≤3.6E-5 

 
Table 3. Comparison of burn leach defects particles 
before compacting. 

 

 
Figure 6. Cracked particle suspected to be damaged 
during unloading. 

 
Particles with cracks through all four layers 

were found to be the primary type of burn-leach 
defect in AGR-2 particle batches. These cracks were 
observed to originate from a single impact point on 
the outer pyrocarbon layer, indicating the defects 
were produced after coating was completed. An 
example of a cracked particle is shown in Figure 6. 
Since the fabrication of AGR-2 particles, a thorough 
review of the B&W coating process has been 
completed and changes were made in unloading and 
upgrading equipment to reduce the risk of cracking 
particles during handling. Burn-leach defects in 
AGR-1 fuel were observed, in some cases, to 
originate from porosity in the SiC layer due to 
fluidization anomalies (related to the observed "gold 
spot" defects). LBL results discussed below, as well 
as observations on the severity of SiC inclusions, 

indicate that SiC defects resulting from fluidization 
anomalies can be expected to be lower for the 6-inch 
coater. Therefore, it is postulated that burn leach 
defect fractions can ultimately be reduced below the 
already low levels observed for AGR-1 through 
improved handling of the particles produced by the 
larger coater. 

Table 4 shows LBL results for particles 
recovered from electrolytically deconsolidated 
compacts. No uranium contamination defects were 
found in AGR-1 compacts, but a total of 3 SiC 
defects were found in 195,605 particles. The reverse 
was true for AGR-2; no SiC defects, but few 
uranium contamination defects were found. The 95% 
confidence defect fraction limits were within a tight 
range for all the fuels, in part due to the larger 
samples analyzed for AGR-2. Likewise the lower 
SiC defect 95% confidence limits for AGR-2 fuel 
compared to AGR-1 reflect, in part, the larger AGR-
2 sample sizes. 
 
 

Fuel Type Defects 
Found 

Sample 
Size Ratio 95% CL 

Uranium Contamination (pre-burn leach) 
AGR-1 
Baseline 0 99,470 0 ≤3.1E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 1 0 74,699 0 ≤4.1E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 2 0 99,100 0 ≤3.1E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 3 0 99,032 0 ≤3.1E-5 

 
AGR-2 
UCO 3 317,625 9.4E-06 ≤2.5E-5 

AGR-2 
UO2 3 246,840 1.2E-05 ≤3.2E-5 

SiC Defects (post-burn leach) 
AGR-1 
Baseline 2 49,735 4.0E-05 ≤1.3E-4 

AGR-1 
Variant 1 0 49,799 0 ≤6.1E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 2 1 49,555 2.0E-05 ≤9.6E-5 

AGR-1 
Variant 3 0 49,516 0 ≤6.1E-5 

 
AGR-2 
UCO 0 254,100 0 ≤1.2E-5 

AGR-2 
UO2 0 123,420 0 ≤2.5E-5 

 
Table 4. Comparison of defects found in 
deconsolidated particles by LBL. 

 
Venter and Nabielek have reported the free 

uranium fraction for German fuels produced at 
different times, and these values are reproduced in 
Table 5 [12]. Based on a comparison of defect 
fractions shown in Tables 4 and 5, both AGR-1 and 
AGR-2 fuels are very similar to German fuel in this 
aspect. 
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Fuel 
Designation 

GLE 
3 

LEU 
Phase 1 GLE 4 GLE 4-

2 
Proof 
Test 

Year of 
manufacture 1981 1981 1983 1985 1988 

Number of 
particle 
batches 

65 1 54 38 8 

Coating 
batch size, 
kg 

5 5 3 3 5 

Free uranium 
fraction 

5.1E-
05 3.5E-05 4.3E-

05 7.8E-06 1.35E-
05 

Table 5. Free uranium fraction of German fuels 
(from Ref. 12). 

III.C. SiC Microstructure 

A comparison of grain size of the SiC layer is 
shown in Figure 7. For AGR-1, the baseline, Variant 
1 and Variant 2 particles all had a very similar grain 
size. Coating conditions were varied for Variant 3 to 
achieve a smaller grain size. The SiC coating 
conditions and microstructure for AGR-2 particles, 
both UCO and UO2, were most similar to those of 
AGR-1 Variant 3. The grain size of AGR-2 particles 
also closely matches that of German particles. 
 

  
AGR-1 Baseline and AGR-1 Variant 3 

  
AGR-2 UCO and AGR-2 UO2 

   
German 

Figure 7. Comparison of SiC microstructure of AGR-1, AGR-2, and German particles. 
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III.D. Pyrocarbon Anisotropy 

Comparisons of pyrocarbon anisotropy between 
different fuel manufacturers can be misleading 
because of the various methods and instruments used 
to determine this property. Values shown in Table 6 
were all generated by ORNL using the Two-
Modulator Generalized Ellipsometry Microscope (2 
MGEM) [13]–[14]. AGR-1 particles had a very low 
anisotropy, in general, and coating conditions for 
Variant 1 were purposely set to achieve an even 
lower anisotropy. The anisotropy of the IPyC layer 
of AGR-2 particles was intermediate between the 
low anisotropy AGR-1 particles and typical German 
fuel, while the anisotropy values for the OPyC layer 
of AGR-2 particles were very close to that of 
German fuel. 

 
  IPyC Layer OPyC Layer 

 
Diatten-
uation BAFo 

Diatten-
uation BAFo 

AGR-1 
Baseline 0.0074 1.015 0.0063 1.013 
AGR-1 
Variant 1 0.0047 1.009 0.0044 1.009 
AGR-1 
Variant 2 0.0075 1.015 0.0059 1.012 
AGR-1 
Variant 3 0.0098 1.020 0.0071 1.014 
AGR-2 
UCO 0.0116 1.023 0.0088 1.018 
AGR-2 
UO2 0.0111 1.022 0.0073 1.015 

German 
reference 
fuel 0.0140 1.028 0.0080 1.016 

Table 6. Comparison of pyrocarbon anisotropy. 

 
IV. COMPACTING 

A block-flow diagram of the compacting 
process used to produce AGR-1 and AGR-2 
compacts is shown in Figure 8. Synthetic graphite, 
natural graphite, a liquid thermosetting resin, and 
ethanol are mixed in a jar mill, dried, and then 
broken up and pulverized to provide matrix feed for 
overcoating. The matrix is applied to coated particles 
in a rotary overcoater, shown in Figure 9. Methanol 
is sprayed onto the particles to promote adhesion of 
the matrix material. Overcoated particles are sieved 
and tabled, and then the selected size range riffled 
into compact charges. Because the packing fraction 
of AGR-2 UO2 particles needed to be much lower 
than that of AGR-2 and AGR-1 UCO compacts, the 
overcoating thickness was much greater for AGR-2 
UO2 particles. 

AGR-1 compacts were pressed using a 
single-acting die and a Carver press. Pressing was 
done at room temperature. For AGR-2 compacts, a 
double-acting die and Promess servo press were 

used. The die was preheated to approximately 70°C 
before adding the compact charge. 

 
Figure 8. Compacting process used for AGR-1 and 
AGR-2 compacts. 

 

 
Figure 9. ORNL overcoater setup with methanol 
syringe pump, ultrasonic mixer, overcoater, and 
motor. 

 
AGR-1 and AGR-2 compacts were nominally 

12.3 mm in diameter and 25.1 mm in length. Particle 
loading of AGR-1 and AGR-2 UCO compacts was 
approximately 37%, while AGR-2 UO2 compacts 
had a loading of about 23%. 

The matrix density of AGR-2 compacts was 
higher than that of AGR-1, as shown in Table 7. No 
matrix density requirement was included in the 
AGR-1 fuel specification. However, in order to 
achieve thermal conductivities closer to German 
fuel, higher matrix densities were desired, specified, 
and achieved for AGR-2 compacts. 
 

Material   Matrix density, g/cm3 
AGR-1   1.30 
AGR-2 UCO   1.59 
AGR-2 UO2   1.68 

 
Table 7. Comparison of matrix densities. 

 
V.  CONCLUSIONS 

High-quality fuel has been produced for the 
AGR-1 and AGR-2 experiments. AGR-1 fuel 
performed extremely well during its 3-year 
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irradiation, and AGR-2 fuel is expected to also 
perform well. 

Improvements were made to the kernel 
fabrication process to produce kernels with more 
homogeneous properties. Compared to historical 
HTR fuels, AGR kernels are more spherical and 
have a tighter distribution of aspect ratios. 

The step change from coating in the 2-inch 
furnace used to produce AGR-1 particles to a 6-inch 
furnace used for AGR-2 particles was successful and 
further improvement is expected. Defect fractions of 
AGR-2 particles were close to levels of the best 
German particles and within the range of other 
international TRISO-coated fuels. Additional coating 
development is continuing to maximize the charge 
size of the 6-inch furnace and consistently achieve 
low particle defect fractions. 

The compacting process used for AGR fuel has 
been shown to be very versatile in compacting 
particles with a range of diameters and achieving 
high packing fractions and high matrix density. 

The success fabricating AGR-1 and AGR-2 
fuels provides confidence that requirements for other 
AGR fuels can be met and the goals of the AGR 
program relative to reducing risks of high-
temperature reactor (HTR) fuel fabrication can be 
accomplished. 
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